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- Will be released online with Proceedings of Science (PoS), the open access online journal organized by SISSA;

- deadline for sending contributions: June 30, 2014;

- 6 pages for a parallel talk and 15 for a plenary one;

- peer-review by the Editorial Board: session conveners + Jan Kalinowski (chair).
PoS - Proceedings of Science

An online proceedings and lecture notes series published by SISSA

PoS was set up in 2005 to capitalise SISSA’s pioneering experience in electronic scholarly publishing (initially with JHEP, later followed by JCAP, JSTAT, JINST and JCOM).

PoS aims to offer a versatile, quick, low-cost and open access service run by the scientific community for the scientific community.
Organisers and authors interact from the PoS website to publish proceedings and lecture notes through simple and user-friendly web pages where:

- the index of the publication is set up
- contributions are uploaded in the form of PDF files (and including multimedia attachments)
- contributions are peer-reviewed and published, with authors retaining full copyright (Creative Commons Licence)
- Contributions are thus made available to all interested readers (Open Access)
The proceedings for **DIS 2014** will be published on PoS

- authors will be contacted by the organisers and provided with login data to access their personal pages on PoS (where the style files are available)

- from their PoS pages authors can upload a PDF file (plus any attachments), with a simple two-step procedure. The deadline for submission is 30 June 2014.

For more information please contact:
po.s@sisia.it (PoS Editorial office)
GOOD-BYE DIS2014!

Thanks and see you all @ SMU, Dallas